
HEROIC JOURNEY
 

YOU ARE
THE HERO 

OF YOUR OWN 
SOUL JOURNEY. 

THIS IS YOUR LIFE
AND QUEST. IT IS
YOUR TREASURE.

GO GET IT.

     
    “A hero is someone who has given his or her life to 

something bigger than oneself.”  Joseph Campbell
Besides the myth of Psyche, here are 2 other outlines of the heroic quest to 

help you understand your experience. In the hero’s journey of Joseph Camp-
bell you begin in your ordinary life (1), hear a call (2), refuse the call (3), 

meet a guide (4), cross the threshold of initiation (5), undergo tests, meet 
allies and enemies (6), enter a cave (7), pursue a dangerous quest (8), re-

ceive an invaluable reward (9), turn homeward (10), die and are reborn in a 
final battle (11), and return home transformed, possessing immortality (12). 
The heroine’s path takes a different form in Marueen Murdock’s journey in 

which you separate from the feminine (1), identifiy with the masculine (2), trav-
el and meet ogres/dragons (3), experience a boon (4), awaken to the boon’s 

emptiness (5), descend into an earth in initiation (6), reconnect with the femi-
nine (7), mend the mother/daughter split (8), heal the inner wounded mascu-
line (9), and unite the masculine and feminine (10). Both of these mythic nar-

ratives weave into the soul stories on this path, though each quest takes on its 
own creative form. Remember this is always your way. Your myth is your own.

.
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Claim your SOUL’s CREATIVE
POWER to set you free 

“The privelege of 
a lifetime is being 

who you are.”
Joseph Campbell
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Seek your Buried Treasure.
   This quest is all about finding yourself and claiming your 
treasure or soul power. It is about being who you really, truly 

and naturally are: you, made in the image of your soul. Ultimately 
this is between you and you. You are the lover and the beloved. 

You are the savior and saved. In your creative journey, like a 
dream, all of the roles can be seen as a part of you, even the drag-

on and the treasure they protect. You enter the cave to discover 
yourself. Like entering a cave, this is an inner journey. Though it 

will have a profound impact on your outer life, it is not a quest 
into the world. This is about you diving into the depths of your 

soul to save yourself from the false notion that you have to be 
something and someone that you are not. The treasure without 

price will always be you reclaiming and remembering some for-
gotten part of yourself and soul. In alchemy the transformation is 

characterized by wealth and health, the ability to turn lead into sil-
ver or gold and the ability to heal. You are the healer and treasure.

 
“The cave you fear to enter holds the 

treasure that you see..” Campbell

Like Psyche,
look to nature

for help upon the 
way. Life itself 
will help you 

find love.

 


